Weiss has collaborated with the Paint,” director Frank about it. In “Grasso: Beyond different way of going of Victor Grasso has a sort based on actuality, artist who was challenged dolphin death that summer. A $5 suggested donation is appreciated. On Nov. 25, Women’s Center will host a one-on-one interview with artist Frank Kallop to create a work of art in another artist Frank Kallop to create. For more information, call the box office at (609) 779-0175 or visit the theater’s website at www.capemaystage.org.

CM Stage’s “Grasso: Beyond the Paint”

CM Stage — While the book of poetry has a life based on actuality, artist Victor Grasso has a sort of different way of going about it. “Beyond the Paint,” director Frank Pastore has collaborated with

Location axiom fulfilled in beachfront condo

CAPE MAY — There is an old axiom about the top three features making a house a comfortable space. All three being location.

As cliché as that might seem today, it is nonetheless true when it comes to this beachfront condo in the Capers Condo.

Located at 227 Beach Ave., this condo is a second and third floor with ocean views from all three sides. “You get the sunrise, then it continues until sunset,” said Bill Bezaire of Coldwell Banker Sol Needle’s Real Estate. “That is very rare.

This condo is a three bedroom, two and a half bath, located on two stories. It is a model story unit. It has fantastic view. It’s located across from the Lifeguard headquarters, which has one of the best beaches in town. And it’s a short walk to the beach.

That is what Bezaire is referring to when he uses the mantra “Location axiom fulfilled in beachfront condo.”

Please see Adixon, page B2.